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Respected Sir,
This is Miss. Rucha Sunilrao Nargund, graduated from MET’s BKC School Of Architecture,
Nashik, India. Ar. Nitin Kute was my thesis guide and through his reference, guidance, support,
encouragement I secured 2nd position in college with 9.0 SGPA.

With this letter I hereby wish to state my interest and Master degree programe in Architecture.
I always had an interest and passion for Architecture and with my parents constant support and
encouragement I completed my bachelor degree course successfully.
Because of my parents, I have developed this strong passion towards Architecture and also I
converted my hobby of crafting into my passion, i.e. crafting new spaces into reality.

I personally believe that Architecture is a live art where we experience every day in a different
way and give more preference to the proverb “Work Speaks Louder Than Words” with strong
graphical representation and Particularly interested in dealing with the relation of man and
nature and blending the line between built & semi-built. Architecture is a FACT that nobody can
disagree and I travelled my whole architecture journey through this path only. By the time I
experienced how architecture grows into different forms. Joint influence of my artistic skills and
knowledge helped me to visualize the spaces more spatially.

As one of the main academical achievement I would like to point out that is my THESIS in Urban
Insert. The journey started through my love towards contextualism and eventually, I ended up
with a Urban Insertion. Much thanks to my guide and my faculty staff who gave constant
support in the whole thesis journey.

Finally I can say that I look forward to join this Master Degree program in Architecture in order
to prove my abilities and gain new skills and I will patiently waiting for a positive response.

Yours Sincerely,
Rucha Sunilrao Nargund, India.


